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‘TheTheTheThe’ Countryside CodeCountryside CodeCountryside CodeCountryside Code

“Most of it is just good commonsense, as it’s 
designed to help us all to respect, protect and 
enjoy our countryside. The Code … makes it 
clear what the responsibilities are for both the 
public and the people who manage the land.”
(www.countrysideaccess.gov.uk)

• Be safe, plan ahead and follow 

any signs 

• Leave gates and property as you 

find them 

• Protect plants and animals & take 

your litter home  

• Keep dogs under close control 

• Consider other people



Part 1:Part 1:Part 1:Part 1:
The CountrysideThe CountrysideThe CountrysideThe Countryside



Audience QuestionsAudience QuestionsAudience QuestionsAudience Questions

1. Who lives in the countryside?

2. Who would like to live in the 

countryside?

3. Who has worked in farming?

4. Who would like to be a farmer?



The importance of the countrysideThe importance of the countrysideThe importance of the countrysideThe importance of the countryside
• Long running decline in economic 

and labour value, but

• Some 80% of land area of 

England classed as rural 

• Socially significant – home to 

around 9.5 million people 

• Resources – food, energy, water, 

recreation 

• Large public subsidies to 

agriculture, £3.7b in 2005/6 



The Cornfield, John Constable, 1826

Rural idyll or agroRural idyll or agroRural idyll or agroRural idyll or agro----industrial industrial industrial industrial 
landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape

• Social construction of the ‘rural’ in 

popular imagination of Englishness

• Appears as opposite of the urban and 

the modern 

• Natural, peaceful & quiet, free

• Yet, little or nothing of ‘nature’ in 

the English countryside

• Materiality results from political 

economy – fields, land-ownership 

animals present/not present, etc

• Range of distinct social problems and 

dangers. A fearful place, perhaps, if 

you are ‘out of place’

• Highly surveilled and governed







Hybrid countryside(s)Hybrid countryside(s)Hybrid countryside(s)Hybrid countryside(s)

• Murdoch (2003: 274) “The countryside is hybrid… it 

is defined by networks in which heterogeneous 

entities are aligned in a variety of ways”

• Woods (2007: 495), “it is made (and constantly 

remade) through the entanglement and interaction 

of the social and the natural, the human and the 

non-human, the rural and the non-rural, and the 

local and the global.”

• The question for me is in what ways is pervasive 

computing, sensors/id tags, databases and software 

simulations becoming entangled in this  

• What difference does code make in the countryside, 

particularly in farming practices and rural landscape



Code in the Countryside Code in the Countryside Code in the Countryside Code in the Countryside – not not not not 

there or overlooked ?there or overlooked ?there or overlooked ?there or overlooked ?
• “The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They 

weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are

indistinguishable from it.” (Mark Weiser, 1991)

• Socio-technological analysis and the stories told of everyday 

computing are urban, even if not explicitly so (including my own

research)

• Little in pervasive computing literature on rural contexts

– Except odd ‘techno-hype’ pieces about distributed sensor nets on 

farms and bio-instrumentation of livestock

• Why is the countryside seen to be devoid of code? Green and 

pleasant landscape rather than obvious technological 

infrastructures and grey concrete. Appearance of unmediated 

fields, trees, ordinary farm animals and uncoded natures

• But beginning to dig out empirical evidence of software in the 

‘wild’, particularly to ensure the ‘safely living’ of the outputs and 

activities from the agricultural industry



Part 2:Part 2:Part 2:Part 2:

Code Code Code Code – some analytical conceptssome analytical conceptssome analytical conceptssome analytical concepts



• Matthew Fuller: defining ‘software studies’

• “Software Studies uses and develops cultural and 

theoretical approaches to make critical and 

speculative accounts of the objects and processes of 

computer science.”
• http://lab.softwarestudies.com/2008/07/software-studies-book-series-

mit-press.html

• “propose that software can be seen as an object of 

study and an area of practice for kinds of thinking and 

areas of work that have not historically “owned”

software, or indeed often had much of use to say 

about it.” (2)
• Fuller M, (2008) Software Studies: A Lexicon (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA)



• Nigel Thrift: ‘automatic production of space’; 

‘technological unconscious’

• “More and more of the spaces of everyday life come 

loaded up with software, lines of code that are 

installing a new kind of automatically reproduced 

background and whose nature is only now starting to 

become clear.” (309)

• Emergent properties of code: “somewhere between 

the artificial and a new kind of natural, the dead and 

a new kind of living”; has a “presence as ‘local 

intelligence’” (310)

• Thrift N, French S, (2002) “The automatic production of space”

Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers NS 27 309-335



• Martin Dodge & Rob Kitchin: ‘code/space’

• Software beckons new spatial formations into 

existence – in three related ways:

(i) Code/spaces are spaces dependent on software

(ii) Coded space is a spatial transduction that is 

mediated by coded processes, but whose 

relationship is not dyadic

(iii) Background coded space is where code has the 

potential to mediate a solution if activated  

• Dodge M, Kitchin R, 2005, “Code and the transduction of 

space” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 

95(1) 162-180



• Steve Graham: ‘software sorting’

• “techniques now being widely applied in efforts to try 

to separate privileged and marginalized groups and 

places” (562)

• highlights the “central role of computerised code in 

shaping the social and geographical politics of 

inequality in advanced societies.” (562) 

• hidden and automatic discriminatory action, “because 

most processes of software-sorting are actually 

invisible from the point of the users, these 

prioritizations are often not evident either to the 

favoured groups or places or to the marginalized 

ones.” (566)

• Graham S D N, (2005) “Software-sorted geographies”, Progress in 

Human Geography 29(5) 562-580



• Pete Adey: ‘software-simulated space’

‘anticipatory governance’

• “simulation models enable predictions to be made 

about uncertain futures and allow users to run ‘what 

if’ scenarios … As [these] move into the public domain 

their inherent uncertainties and qualifications may be 

forgetten and the public seduced into accepting their 

‘crystal ball’ like assumptions” (8)

• “software simulations make the future present and 

actionable-upon by alerting the users to future 

possibilities” (25)

• Budd L, Adey P, (2009) “The software-simulated airworld: 

anticipatory code and affective aero mobilities”, Environment 

and Planning A, forthcoming



Part 3:Part 3:Part 3:Part 3:

‘Coding the farmCoding the farmCoding the farmCoding the farm’



Making farming more knowable and Making farming more knowable and Making farming more knowable and Making farming more knowable and 
safer(in new ways?)safer(in new ways?)safer(in new ways?)safer(in new ways?)

(i) regulating safety in the food supply chain by coding 

livestock (and subsequently parts of livestock) so 

they are traceable from ‘farm-to-fork’

(ii)  producing ethical standard requires new depth of 

information on the nature of whole production 

process available direct to consumer 

(iii) enhancing automation of farm labour by taking 

‘precision farming’ to the animal. Stockperson 

become screen-worker



(i)Safe food by abstracting animals (i)Safe food by abstracting animals (i)Safe food by abstracting animals (i)Safe food by abstracting animals 

• Safety with life cycle traceability

• Made machine-readable

• Cattle tracking service

– check which animals are present on 

a holding

– check where an animal has been 

during its life

– trace animals exposed to a disease 

risk

– give assurances to buyers about an 

animal’s life history, and so

– strengthen consumer confidence in 

beef



(ii) Ethical Eating (ii) Ethical Eating (ii) Ethical Eating (ii) Ethical Eating – ‘google your google your google your google your 
grubgrubgrubgrub’ as consumer empowerment as consumer empowerment as consumer empowerment as consumer empowerment 



Where did my egg come from?Where did my egg come from?Where did my egg come from?Where did my egg come from?
LookingLookingLookingLooking----up the FarmIDup the FarmIDup the FarmIDup the FarmID

• “While extremists undoubtedly already have their networks for 

finding their targets, the release of the information on the list 

would, in the Commissioner’s opinion, certainly make it much 

easier for such organisations to establish their locations. The 

Commissioner recognises the strong public interest in the 

origin of food but, in all the circumstances of the case, he 

considers that, given the real risk to the health and safety of 

those producers (and their staff) included in the list, the public 

interest is, on balance, better served by maintaining the 

exemption so as to withhold the information in question.”

• Source: Freedom of Information Act 2000, Decision Notice (ref 

FS50089403), 20 December 2006. Information Commissioner’s Office



(iii) Taking automation to the (iii) Taking automation to the (iii) Taking automation to the (iii) Taking automation to the 
next levelnext levelnext levelnext level

• sowing with software – coding field knowledge with precision 

agriculture has been around for a decade or more

• “When my uncle drove his little red tractor, he perched on a metal-pan seat, 

protected from the sun by a straw hat. Times have changed. The modern 

farmer sits in an air-conditioned cab with an audio system, an air suspension 

seat, and a beverage cooler …. The tractor is equipped with a GPS receiver….  

An on-board computer uses the geographic information to dispense pesticides 

or fertilizers according to the needs of each small section of the field.”

(Hayes 2005: 119)



• Automatic milking 

systems

• Huge capital investment

• Code changes practices 

for cows (on-demand, 

recognised individually) 

and stockperson

• Controversial as it 

appears so ‘unnatural’

• No-grazing systems mean 

cows ‘disappear’ from 

the countryside

Cow shed as Code/Space?Cow shed as Code/Space?Cow shed as Code/Space?Cow shed as Code/Space?





Part 4:Part 4:Part 4:Part 4:

Surveilling Surveilling Surveilling Surveilling and Simulating Rural and Simulating Rural and Simulating Rural and Simulating Rural 
SpacesSpacesSpacesSpaces



Rural surveillanceRural surveillanceRural surveillanceRural surveillance





Veterinary surveillance Veterinary surveillance Veterinary surveillance Veterinary surveillance 



• Stuart Lane et al, (2006)

surveillant science

• “The science is based on coupled 
mathematical modelling and 

remote sensing, applied at very 

high resolution (20 m) but very 

large spatial scales (>1000 km2), 

to identify where land 

management measures are 

required to protect the aquatic 

environment. Taking modelling 

and remote sensing together, this 

science makes statements about 

which locations in the landscape 

are likely to be the causes of 

diffuse pollution, without the 

need to visit those locations.”

(240)

Simulating risks, predicting outputsSimulating risks, predicting outputsSimulating risks, predicting outputsSimulating risks, predicting outputs



• “These models are truly surveillant, as the data needed to 

drive them can be obtained without any knowledge of those to 

whom the data pertain.” (253)





ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

• Contemporary farming practice and governance – including 

such issues as food safety, animal welfare, environmental 

protection and efficient subsidy payments – are using software 

• The emergence of this ‘countryside code’ is predicated on 

algorithmic data processing which transduces farming 

practices, land, crops and livestock in machine-readable 

objects 

• But how far are some farm spaces now code/space? are coming 

to depend on software and distributed information systems to 

function ?

• What is the effectiveness of real-time surveillance and potency 

of future predicting software simulations for managing rural 

landscapes?



• Blog: http://cyberbadger.blogspot.com

• Code/Space project page: www.cybergeography.org/codespace/

• Kitchin R, Dodge M. (2009?) Code/Space: Software, Space and 

Society (MIT Press, Cambridge, MA)
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